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	ABSTRACT	

My	rotary-shear,	high-pressure	machine	at	Brown	University	has	
been	 opera9onal	 for	 over	 37	 years.	 It	 allows	 unlimited	 slip	 on	
annular	samples	at	confining	pressures	up	to	1	GPa.	Nitrogen	or	
argon	gas	is	used	as	the	pressure	medium	in	order	to	operate	at	
elevated	 temperatures	 and	 to	 use	 electronic	 transducers	 inside	
the	pressure	 vessel	 for	measuring	 stress	 and	displacement.	 The	
samples	are	 jacketed	by	a	composite	 jacket	assembly	consis9ng	
of	O-rings	to	exclude	the	confining	pressure	from	the	sample	and	
Teflon	rings	to	separate	the	O-rings	from	the	sample	so	they	will	
not	be	torn	apart	by	 the	 large	displacement	and	to	 transfer	 the	
confining	 pressure	 to	 the	 sample.	 Separate	 pore	 pressure	
systems	access	the	top	and	boMom	halves	of	the	sample	in	order	
to	 allow	 fluid	 flow	 through	 the	 sample,	 for	 measuring	
permeability	 and	 for	 changing	 fluid	 composi9on	 during	 an	
experiment.	
		
Rota9on	of	the	sample	is	driven	by	two	systems.	The	first	system	
involves	 an	 electrohydraulic	 stepping	 motor	 that	 provides	
unlimited	displacements	at	over	7	orders	of	magnitude	in	speed	
from	0.001	microns/s	 to	 10	mm/s,	 using	 two	 ~100:1	 harmonic-
drive	speed-reducers,	one	of	which	can	be	bypassed.	The	second	
system	rides	piggy-back	on	the	rota9ng	table	driven	by	 the	first	
system	and	it	is	this	second	system	that	is	being	changed	by	this	
project.		The	present	second	system	is	a	rotary	servo	system	with	
9	degrees	of	rota9on.	This	is	used	for	rapid	rotary	servo	control,	
allowing	 effec9ve	 s9ffening	 of	 the	 loading	 system,	 using	 as	 the	
feedback	 device	 a	 resolver	 internal	 to	 the	 pressure	 vessel	
mounted	close	to	the	sample’s	sliding	interface.	The	resolver	has	
24-bit	resolu9on	in	one	revolu9on,	allowing	a	slip	precision	of	10	
nanometers.	 The	 effec9ve	 shear	 s9ffness	 of	 the	machine	 using	
the	 resolver	 and	 rotary	 servo	 is	 increased	 37x	 over	 the	 natural	
s9ffness	to,	for	example,	1.8	MPa/micron	at	a	normal	stress	of	25	
MPa.	This	s9ffness	is	only	aMainable	at	slip	speeds	below	about	3	
microns/s,	 due	 to	 the	 finite	 response	 9me	 of	 the	 hydraulically	
actuated	rotary	servo.	
		
This	 project	 involves	 adding	 a	 high-speed	 servo	motor	 drive	 to	
the	apparatus	 to	 allow	 rota9on	of	 samples	 at	 slip	 speeds	up	 to	
~4.5	m/s.	 	This	will	allow	study	of	high-speed	fric9on	weakening	
mechanisms	at	effec9ve	normal	stresses	similar	to	those	at	which	
crustal	 earthquakes	 occur.	 The	motor	will	 be	 posi9oned	on	 the	
table	rotated	by	the	electrohydraulic	stepping	motor,	taking	the	
place	of	 the	present	hydraulic	 rotary	servo	drive.	This	will	allow	
con9nuous	 changes	 in	 speed	 of	 over	 9.5	 orders	 of	 magnitude.	
The	 motor	 is	 an	 ETEL/Heidenhain	 torque	 motor	 capable	 of	
delivering	 over	 100	 kw	 of	 power.	 It	 can	 deliver	 2250	 Nm	 of	
torque	 at	 speeds	 up	 to	 400	 rpm	 (1	 m/s	 for	 our	 samples)	 and,	
using	 field	 weakening,	 can	 rotate	 up	 to	 1800	 rpm,	 while	
delivering	progressively	lower	torques.	The	torque	capability	will	
allow	 sliding	 samples	 with	 Byerlee	 fric9on	 values	 at	 normal	
stresses	 up	 to	 100	 MPa.	 The	 motor’s	 torque	 and	 speed	
capabili9es	nicely	match	the	needs	for	our	samples,	meaning	that	
no	gearing	is	required,	elimina9ng	that	as	a	source	of	backlash.		
		
Since	 our	 last	 report	 2	 years	 ago	 we	 have	 turned	 the	 motor	
design	 into	 a	 func9onal	motor	 by	 fabrica9ng	 and	 assembling	 a	
large	number	of	fixtures,	bearings,	etc.	We	have	also	assembled	
and	 connected	 several	 components	 needed	 for	 the	 motor	 to	
func9on,	 including	 a	 Haskris	 chiller,	 a	 Siemens	 Simanic	 S120	
motor	 controller,	 and	 a	 control	 system	 that	 allows	 LabVIEW	
control	 of	 programed	 slip	 speed	 and	 displacement	 sequences.	
We	have	built	a	27-bit	Heidenhain	absolute	op9cal	encoder	into	
the	 motor	 as	 the	 feedback	 device	 for	 the	 Siemens	 motor	
controller,	 allowing	 9ght	 motor	 control	 to	 a	 precision	
corresponding	 to	 a	 nominal	 sample	 slip	 of	 1	 nanometer;	 in	
prac9ce,	 noise	 degrades	 this	 by	 a	 factor	 of	 about	 8.	 The	
controller	 can	 use	 the	 exis9ng	 24-bit	 resolver	 in	 a	 secondary	
feedback	 loop,	allowing	electronic	s9ffening	of	 the	apparatus	as	
at	 present,	 but	 at	 higher	 speeds;	 the	 actual	 response	 speed	 to	
the	 resolver	 feedback	 is	 s9ll	 being	 evaluated	 and	 hopefully	
improved.	
		
The	 motor	 is	 currently	 being	 tested	 on	 the	 bench	 prior	 to	
installing	 it	 in	 the	 deforma9on	 apparatus.	 Although	 its	
performance	is	impressive,	addi9onal	tuning	of	the	motor	control	
parameters	 is	 needed	 to	 aMain	 the	 precision	 of	 speed	 and	
displacement	 control	 and	 the	 accelera9ons	 that	 the	 system	 is	
nominally	 capable	 of.	 A	 video	 showing	 a	 sequence	 of	 motor	
speed	steps	will	be	shown	at	the	poster.	
Once	 the	 motor	 is	 installed	 and	 opera9onal,	 jacke9ng	 of	 the	
samples	 at	 high	 slip	 speeds	 is	 the	 next	 challenge.	 Elevated	
temperatures	due	to	fric9onal	hea9ng	of	the	samples	will	require	
use	 of	 more	 refractory	 materials	 than	 the	 present	 Teflon	 rings	
and	 Viton	 O-rings.	 	 Kalrez	 O-rings	 func9on	 to	 300	 degrees	 C,	
which,	given	their	distance	from	the	sample,	may	be	sufficient	for	
the	short	dura9on	of	high-speed	slip	to	realis9c	slips,	e.g.	10	m	of	
slip	at	2	m/s	for	5	s.	However,	Teflon	breaks	down	at	300	degrees	
C	at	room	pressure	and	is	closer	to	the	sample	so	will	get	hoMer	
faster	 than	 the	 O-rings.	 Graphite,	 molybdenum	 disulfide,	 and	
hexagonal	 boron	 nitride	 are	 refractory	 materials	 that	 may	 be	
suitable	to	replace	the	Teflon,	either	alone	or	in	some	composite	
geometry,	 perhaps	 involving	 Vespel,	 which	 is	 good	 to	 500	
degrees	 C.	Only	 by	 fast	 sliding	 at	 high	 pressure,	 and	 some	 trial	
and	error,	will	 it	be	possible	to	develop	a	sa9sfactory	refractory	
sliding	jacket.		

Terry	E.	Tullis,	Brown	University,	Providence,	RI	02912	

Angular	contact	bearing	connects	and	aligns	stator	and	rotor	
Thrust	bearing	carries	load	from	piston	
Radial	bearing	ensures	stator/rotor	alignment	at	top	
Encoder	measures	motor	rota9on	and	is	feedback	for	servo	control	
Internal	load/torque	cell	leads	come	down	hollow	piston	
Spinning	amps	increase	load/torque	cell	signal	before	slip	ring	
Slip	ring	transmits	load/torque	cell	signal	to	measurement	system	

Exis0ng	Rotary-Shear	Apparatus	

(To	be	replaced	by	servo	motor)			 Bridge	

	MOTOR	ASSEMBLY																												DRAWING	AT	HALF	SCALE	

Display	of	a	~12-second	sequence	of	velocity	steps	that	are	shown	in	the	video	of	the	motor	running.	
		
PloMed	vs.	9me,	the	yellow	curve	is	the	accumulated	slip	(mm)	and	the	orange	is	the	log	of	speed	(mm/s)	of	sample	slip	
(with	the	log	of	zero	speed	assigned	to	-3.9).	
		
The	coarse	9ck	marks	on	the	9me	axis	are	1	second.	
The	sequence	starts	at	0.1	mm/s	for	3	sec,	and	then	steps	to	1,	10,	100,	1000,	100,	0	mm/s,	each	nominally	for	1.5	s.	The	
oscilla9ons	as	the	lei	end	of	the	plot	result	from	the	servo	struggling	to	maintain	0.1	mm/s.	BeMer	tuning	of	the	servo	
control	parameters	will	hopefully	improve	the	fidelity	of	the	servo	response.	
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Control	sta9on	components.	The	HMI	is	a	touch	screen	that	allows	programming	single	opera9ons,	namely	rota9ng	a	given	amount	at	a	given	speed.	Control	of	
the	servo	motor	is	obtained	using	angular	measurement	devices	as	the	feedback	in	a	closed	loop	servo	system.	The	feedback	device	can	either	be	an	op9cal	
encoder	mounted	on	the	motor	(and	shown	in	the	video)	or	a	resolver,	which	is	mounted	adjacent	to	the	sample	at	the	top	end	of	the	piston	inside	the	pressure	
vessel.	Resolver	feedback	has	been	tested	on	the	bench-top	using	a	complaint	moun9ng	system,	since	removed.	The	LabVIEW	control	allows	preprogramming	
complex	sequences	of	rota9on	amounts	and	speeds.	
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To	the	lei	is	an	overview	of	the	Power	Cabinet.	It	receives	the	power	lines	(480	V,	300	A)	
from	a	new	special	switch/breaker	in	the	building’s	electrical	room	several	rooms	away.	
The	power	passes	through	a	number	of	safety	devices	as	well	as	components	that	
prevent	signals	from	the	Siemens	Power	Controller	gejng	sent	back	into	the	building’s	
power	lines.	The	Sinamic	S120	unit	controls	the	3	phase	power	to	the	servo	motor.	
	
The	upper	photo	shows	the	lower	part	of	the	cabinet	in	addi9onal	detail.	It	has	a	number	
of	control	modules	(that,	for	example,	are	connected	to	the	encoder,	the	resolver,	and	
the	motor	thermistors)	that	communicate	with	the	Sinamic	S120,	helping	tell	it	how	to	
control	the	motor.	The	coolant	hoses	from	the	chiller	prevent	the	controller	itself	from	
overhea9ng.	The	power	to	the	motor	passes	through	the	wall	into	the	deforma9on	
apparatus	room	via	a	heavy	cable	in	a	conduit.	
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Photo	on	lei	shows	
where	the	servo	motor	
will	go,	replacing	the	
exis9ng	lower	speed	
and	low-angular-stroke	
servo	actuator.	
	
Both	photos	show	that	
the	pressure	vessel	will	
have	to	be	liied	out	of	
the	16”	diameter	hole	
in	the	top	platen	to	
allow	ver9cal	inser9on	
of	the	~16”	diameter	
servo	motor.	Space	
between	9e	bars	is	less	
than	16”.	

Present	LabVIEW	interface	that	allows	control	of	the	servo	motor	with	feedback	from	
either	the	encoder	mounted	on	motor	or	the	resolver	mounted	near	the	sample.	
		
Unlike	control	from	the	HMI,	this	LabVIEW	interface	allows	entry	of	a	programmed	
sequence	of	velocity	steps	and	associated	slip	distances.	These	are	entered	into	a	file,	the	
address	of	which	is	entered	in	the	window	labeled	“Path”	in	the	lower	lei	corner.	A	plot	of	
an	example	programed	sequence	is	shown	in	the	plot	above	and	the	behavior	of	the	motor	
for	this	sequence	is	shown	in	the	video.	
		
Note	that	other	informa9on	about	the	motor	condi9on	is	also	contained	in	the	display,	as	
well	as	in	the	HMI.	Thus	the	motor	RPM	and	its	percent	of	maximum	load	is	displayed	(and	
recorded),	as	are	two	measures	of	the	motor	temperature,	one	from	direct	measurements	
by	3	thermistors	embedded	within	all	3	phases	of	the	motor	windings,	and	one	from	a	
model	that	integrates	the	product	of	the	square	of	the	electric	current	over	9me.	This	so-
called	I2t	model	is	done	in	order	to	an9cipate	and	react	to	very	rapid	increases	in	
temperature	that	can	occur	if	the	motor	develops	large	and	rapid	torque	increases,	since	
torque	is	propor9onal	to	current.	

Photo	of	assembled	motor	without	spinning	amps	and	slip	ring	Photo	of	assembled	motor	without	spinning	amps	and	slip	ring	
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Overall	
configura9on	of	
components	in	bench-
top	tes9ng	mode.	
		
When	installed,	the	
motor	will	be	in	the	
room	behind	the	white	
insulated	water	pipes	
where	the	deforma9on	
apparatus	is.	

Illustra0ons	of	various	components	of	high-speed	motor	system	
		

Video	Showing	Motor	Behavior	


